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New “Tsunami” Airless Spray Painting Unit
The new range of electrically powered diaphragm
airless spray painting pumps operate with the pump in a
horizontal position. This means that they can be fitted to
a much wider range of trolleys.
The pump is able to utilise nozzles up to 0.043" and can
be used with one or two guns (of up to 0.021" each).

600 Bar Nozzles and Swivels

Custom Designed Wall Mount Foamer

New to our range of rotating nozzles is a 600 bar
version which costs 38% less than the 500 bar one. All
the new production of 500 bar machines will offer the
600 bar nozzle as an option. The sizes available range
from 15 to 40 l/min.

At last we have a wall mounted air-assisted foamer that has a
gun at the end of the hose. The foam is thick and creamy and
versions are available for using one or two chemicals with a
selector valve.

The 600 bar (660bar maximum) 3/8" stainless steel
swivel is suitable for use up to 60 l/min. This means that
hose reels are now available for all of our 500 bar pump
machines.

There is also a version which has a rinsing hose for removing
the residual soap in carwashes after rubbing with a cloth or
sponge.

Staff News
We would like to congratulate Karabo on her baby boy. We
wish her all the best.
We also welcome Zillen who is helping out while Karabo
enjoys motherhood.
Also joining our internal sales team in JHB is Edward. He
comes with a vast amount of knowledge and experience
which will be an asset to the company.
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